
By way of a quick review: 

 

The South Sudanese Refugee Rescue Ministry is the result of a 

vision of Pastor Bryan’s dating back to the Summer of 2017. 

 

By the summer 2018 both the First Church and South Sudanese 

congregation Boards had approved the ministry.   

 

Very simply stated this Ministry is a way to uniquely share the 

blessings and grace God has granted us. 
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From October 2018 to February 2019 a Grand Total of $37,400 

was raised including SSRR calendar sales and $10,500 pledged 

from the Church compassionate ministry. 

 

Thanks everyone so much for your generosity and your prayers.   
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Before introducing the refugee family we are applying to 

sponsor, here is where they currently live.  

 

Kakuma refugee camp is the second largest camp in Africa 

holding 186,700 refugees. The camp has been a refuge from 

numerous humanitarian crisis with individuals from South 

Sudan, Burundi and Democratic Republic of the Congo. 
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Here is the family we have selected as our first SSRR 

sponsorship.  The family name is Chan. The Father is named 

David.  The Mother Nyakhor.  The children are three girls 

Naythijin, Nyanen and Nyalual.  

 

The total cash commitment for sponsorship, not including 

planned in-kind donations, is $28,000. 
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David is 36 years old.  He is functional in oral and written  

English and has a High School diploma.  He has been employed 

as a security person at Kakuma Camp. He attends the Kakuma 

Church of the Nazarene, is part of the youth choir, and is Youth 

Chairperson.  

 

Simon and Elizabeth could you please stand. Simon is David’s 

brother.  He and Elizabeth will initially host the Chan family 

upon arrival, until permanent accommodation is arranged. 

 

Simon has been invaluable as the primary contact with his 

brother.  Simon, Elizabeth, much appreciated. 
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Nyakhor is 24 and has a moderate level of oral English.  In 

addition to mothering three children, Nyakhor is the Choir 

Leader at Kakuma Church of the Nazarene.   
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Nyathijin is a six year girl.  
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Nyanen is a three year old girl.   
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Then there’s the most recent daughter Nyalual, age one. 
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This slide outlines the immigration  process and timeline. Once 

the Refugee Operations Centre in Ottawa (ROC-O) receives the 

application a completeness test is done.  Once the application is 

confirmed complete, a sponsorship decision is made. If 

approved, the Immigration, Refugees and Citizenship Canada 

(IRCC) Office in Nairobi Kenya processes the visas.   This in total 

can take up to 20 months.   

 

God willing, the Chan’s should arrive in 2021.  
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Finally, we have prayer cards as shown here available at the 

Information Desk in the foyer.  Please pick up one of these and 

start interceding that this application passes smoothly through 

all phases and the Chan family arrives as soon as possible.  
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